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other nations follow to traffic "; and when the Merchant
Adventurers left Antwerp rents fell by one-half *. And the
apologists for the Company made great play with the argu-
ment that " if once all were set at liberty . . . then it would
in few years come to pass that we should neither have
privilege nor jurisdiction abroad, the friendship and kind
of usage of our neighbours would wax cold and faint, yea,
we should go to the walls, be rogued and exacted upon every
where " *.
ii. • Politic In the next place, the Merchant Adventurers embodied
™™"'in &e ideal of a 'wel1 ordered and ruled trade ', which they
trade in- contrasted with the ' loose, distracted and disorderly trade'
^principles, of the interloper3—the * straggling and unskilful' merchant
who observed ' no rule' in the sale of his commodities4.
This ideal, the basis of the commercial policy of the Middle
Ages and beyond until it was discarded after the Revolution
of 1688 5, involved a whole commercial system, in which
foreign trade was deemed a profession requiring training and
experience, prices were kept high, a standard of quality was
maintained, and production was restricted. These were the
four fundamentals upon which the organization of commerce
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as in earlier times,
was based. Each must be considered in turn,
(i.) Foreign The Merchant Adventurers pointed with pride to the fact
^at ^e *eHows^P h&& trained up' knowing and experienced *
merchants. " Out of it ", wrote their secretary, " as out of
a plentiful nursery, have sprung and proceeded almost all
the principal merchants of this realm ", and " such com-
panies as have arisen since have for the most part fetched
their light, pattern and form of policy and trade from the
Society " 6. The institution of apprenticeship served as a
school of training and discipline : and the Company placed
foremost among its objects ' to breed up youth for succes-
sion *7. In this way the inherited and acquired knowledge
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